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ficials: No need to worry levee in good shape
LEWIS
can Staff Writer
water levels in the
•as River due to recent
may look dangerous,
[ere is nothing to worry
[local officials said,
river runs through the
•m part of UOP and the
ial of water flowing over
•ee could cause flooding
ims for many UOPbuildings and resiiwever, Bob Calaway,
of Police and head of
Safety, said he is not
Jed about the possibility of
[water overflowing the
r s monitored by the City,

nonitored by the County,
leven monitored by the
' Corps of Engineers," he
adding, "I feel comfortdoes Lance Womble,
frintendent of channel
htenance for San Joaquin
nty.

Womble said the Calaveras
River, which receives water
from Hogan's Reservoir, is kept
on close watch year round.
When a storm is prevalent,
less water is released into the
river to adjust for heavy rain
fall.
According to Womble, if
heavy rains continue, people
will be working on the levy
before it can even become
unsafe.
Some UOP students say they
are still wary.
"There's a first time for
everything," said Joe Gonzales,
junior. "If we get enough water,
it's going to get flooded."
Breanne Shroyer, sopho
more, agrees.
"I've seen all the rain...and I
definitely think [flooding] is a
possibility," she said.
"I'm toast if it floods," said
Paul Friedman, resident assis
tant at Alpha Kappa Lambda,
situated just north of the levee.
"If it floods, I have to move
upstairs," Friedman said. "My

&>•

Although heavy rains have caused the water to rise near campus, there is no need to panic.

See Levee, page 4
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:udents evacuated from
tarter House after chem spill
mible practical joke still under P.D. investigation
_

-

STINE NEILL
pfican News Editor
niversity Police are still
Jking for whoever is responfor putting a noxious
'ical on the second floor of
'r House that caused stu-
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dents to be evacuated and sent
some to the hospital on Feb. 8.
"The investigation is still
open and we are talking to a lot
of people in order to find out
who could have done this,"
said Bob Callaway, Chief of
Police and head of Public
Safety.
An unidentified chemical
placed on the carpet on the sec
ond floor of Carter House
caused noxious fumes to engulf
the building and forced stu
dents out of their rooms.
At 4:20 a.m., students were
awakened by a loud exploding
apparently
sound
which
someone
occured
when
stepped on the carpeting where
the chemical was placed and
triggered it.

mm

r "
l a n m o r P C
Carter
House i isc - a- » ftheme
resi
dence hall which is home to
many Pharmacy students.
The
Stockton
Fire
Department took control of the
scene that sent four to five stu
dents, one employee and one
Public Safety officer to the hos
pital, to be checked out. They
did not suffer any injuries and
were released soon after they
were admitted, Callaway said.
According to Barry Ward,
Head Resident of Carter
House, the entire second floor
had to be made air tight and a
Hazardous Materials team was
brought in to do air checks and
make sure that the building
was okay to re-enter.
Students living on the sec-

See Carter, page 4

Pacific House:
Place your bids
JACK SHEEHAN
Pacificari Guest Writer
With only 18 residents this
semester, members of the
Pacific House on Pacific
Avenue are currently unable
to fill the university's
required minimum for occu
pancy.
The one-year contract for
the graduate students who
live there is up and based on
their small numbers, they
must compete with other
groups and their bids to take
the house over.
Along with graduate stu
dents, the Phi Delta Theta
fraternity will also place a
bid to become the new inhab
itants of the house.
With a current pledge class

of more than 20, Phi Delta
Theta will have no problem
fulfilling the minimum num
ber of 36 occupants.
Where will the graduate
students be placed if Phi
Delta Theta does, in fact, win
the bid?
They have been moved
around from house to house
over the past few semesters
and may now be moved
around again.
Paul Martinez, the Pacific
House Program Coordinator
and
Public
Relations
Director, expressed great
concern for the proposed
changes.
"The graduate students
are being oppressed. We pay

See House, page 2

NEWS
Business Wire

Graduate students in the current Pacific House may have to
find a new home if their lease is not renewed.
Phi Delta Theta has been
anxious to move out of the
Townhouses and into an
actual house with common
rooms such as a living and
dining room.
As opposed to the gradu
ate students, groups such as
fraternities and sororities
have more means to required
funds for insurance and
security needs because of
their higher number of mem
bers.

"When a house as big as
the Pacific House contains
only 18 occupants, it's no
great surprise that the school
feels the need to relocate the
graduate students.
This is also one more step
up for Greek community at
UOP as well," said Greek
Council President Colin
Wilson.
A meeting to discuss the
issue further was held earlier
this week.

Students get help getting around
SOTERA BAKER
Pacifican guest writer
The Disabled Student
Services (DSS) program
offers a variety of services to
students to make their expe
rience at UOP a rewarding
one.
Students who have docu
mented disabilities that sub
stantially limit one or more
of the major life activities are
eligible for services through
DSS.
"People on campus have
been very accommodating to
my needs," said Doreen
Samelson, a full-time wheel
chair user. "My overall expe
rience here at UOP has been
very good."
"Students with a variety of
disabilities are enrolling at
UOP each semester and our
program works with them to
provide accommodations,"
said Anita Bautista, director
of the Disabled Student
Services program.
According to Bautista,
recent federal regulations

P>n„,

Make way for
Generation 2001

JtOSmmpage 1
the same amount of tuition
as undergraduate students,
yet we have no organized
housing. We are finished
with dorms and deserve a
house like any other group,"
said Martinez.
Martinez and other mem
bers of the Pacific House
were informed in mid
January that the house was
not up to full standards.
They were given until Feb.
15 to turn a proposal in with
full intentions of future
specifics, including figures
and capacity changes.
Earlier
that
week,
Martinez attended a Greek
Council meeting in which
members of the council were
informed of the Pacific
House and the opportunity
to turn in proposed bids.
Feeling
uninformed,
Martinez heard news for the
first time last week of a
required $1 million insurance
policy as well as a $3,000
security deposit in order for
groups to reside there.

-Iff

such as the Americans with
Disabilities Act, make a col
lege education a realistic goal
for many people with physi
cal disabilities.
DSS also offers transporta
tion to classes for students
with
disabilities
with

"Students with a
variety of disabilities
are enrolling at UOP
each semester and
our program works
with them to provide
accommodations,"
-Anita Bautista
Director of the Disabled
Student Services
program.
advance notice and medical
documentation.
Diana Todd said when she
first came to UOP, she was
concerned about not being
able to get the classes she

needed because of her dis
ability, but was pleased to
learn that transportation was
available.
"It was a relief to know
that I could get some help
with the DSS cart to get
around. It made a big difference.
A support group com
prised of university adminis
trators, faculty, staff and stu
dents with physical disabili
ties serve as advocates for
the program and assists in
providing quality services to
students.
"One thing I have found
here at UOP, is that I don't
feel embarrassed by the
changing of some classes on
my account," said Joe
Martinez, current UOP stu
dent who suffers a disability.
"The professors are very
understanding and the stu
dents, very accepting," he
said.
DSS is located on the first
floor of Bannister Hall and is
accessible through the east
entrance.

Technically, they will con
stitute the first college grad
uating class of the new mil
lennium. They are the Class
of 2001.
They also represent the
foremost wave of masses to
follow the youth of America
who will be the first to tran
sition into adulthood during
the 21st century.
At age 18 they are distin
guishable as among the front
line of our nation's newest
generation.
Meet Generation 2001, or
at least a fully, nationally
representative cross section
of 2,001 freshmen from this
generation all from 101 col
leges
and
universities
around the country who par
ticipated in a new Louis
Harris & Associates survey
released last week.
"Top line results of the
survey show a certain 'sense
and sensibility' about this
group, a well balanced mix
ture of mind and heart," said
Deanna L. Tillisch, director
of the Generation 2001 study.
"On the one hand, the sen
sibilities of Generation 2001
students appear to be alive
with idealism, optimism and
a vision for a better world.
On the other hand, they also
appear to be well grounded.
This generation is not so
blindly idealistic or opti
mistic as to deny the realities
of life, or the challenges and
issues we all face."
Tillisch said it is the inten
tion of Northwestern Mutual
to do future studies of this
and possibly other groups
that make up Generation
2001.
"In fact 89 percent of the
2,001 students we inter
viewed indicated they'd be
willing to participate in fur
ther surveys down the road,
for example upon their grad
uation from college in the
year 2001."
The following are high
lights of the survey:

• Almost 100 perci
Gen2001 students b
they will get to wher,
want to be in life.
• Crime and violent
cited most often as
biggest disadvantage or
cial problem faced
Gen2001, followed by d
and AIDS/HIV.

• Honesty and inte
are the attributes stuc
admire most about a pei

• More than 90 percer
satisfied with their phy
appearance.

• Almost two-thirds
it's their financial resp
bility to care for pai
when they become eli
and unable to take ca:
themselves.

• More than three-foi
disagree that money
happiness.
• Almost 90 pe
believe in God, three-fo
believe in life after deat

• 56 percent said the
country is headed ir
right direction; 42 pe
the wrong direction.

• 94 percent intend tc
in elections

• 33 percent said the
Democrat, 31 percent
Republican, 24 Pe
Independent.
"Generation 2001
Survey of the First (
Graduating Class of the
Millennium" was cond
Louis
Harris
by
Associates, Inc. on e
Northwestern Mutua
Insurance CompanyTwenty-five-mind e
phone interviews were
pleted with a natl°
cross-section of 2,0
freshmen. The *nte^ ,
was c o m p l e t e d
Nov. 11, 1997 and J
1998.
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Meredith on sabbatical at sea Grad applications due
'ARA FILLO

adfican

Guest Writer

Lawrence Meredith of the
eligious

Studies Departis on an unusual sabbatal this semester.
He is teaching the same
pes of classes he would
' ch at UOP except that he is
n a boat traveling around
iie world.
Many have heard about
^mester at Sea, but wonder
st exactly what it is.
The
University
of
"ittsburgh sponsors the
jbroad program which is
„uch like a small floating
university.
For an entire semester, the
>oat travels around the world
stopping at 10 countries, visit
ing all major continents.
The ship is very much like
you would expect any college
campus to be. There are
ient

r

dorms where the students
live, activities outside of class,
a newspaper that students
run, clubs and intramurals.
"At times I forgot I was
even on a boat because of all
the ongoing activities," said
Shelley Schulze, a passenger
last semester.
While in the various coun
tries, students have the
opportunity to experience
many different types of cul
ture.
They are exposed to both
first and third world coun
tries in which they encounter
various religions, govern
ments, food and customs.
To be eligible for excursion,
students must be undergrad
uate students with a mini
mum GPA of 2.6.
Many students are able to
take both general education
and courses toward their
major. However, all students

are required to take a world
geography course.
This is a seminar class com
parable to mentor and allows
students to learn about the
countries they are going to
visit before they get there.
Meredith, who has taught
at UOP since 1966, is teaching
world religion, religion and
cinema and is also giving lec
tures for the world geography
class.
While the boat is at sea, the
students go to class and when
the boat stops they are free to
go and explore. Sign ups for
overnight guided tours are
also available before the
semester begins.
Next Fall, Meredith will be
back teaching, no doubt with
exciting stories from the
Bahamas, Venezuela, Brazil,
South Africa, Kenya, India,
Malaysia, Vietnam, Hong
Kong and Japan.

Making waves at UOP

The Pacifican
HP1 _ _
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Students wanting to apply
to UOP graduate school have
only a few more days as the
deadline approaches.
In order to make sure that
the deadline is met there are
several things that have to be
done.
Students must have tran
scripts of any college or uni
versity sent to the dean of the
graduate school, three letters
of recommendation (two of
which need to be from pro
fessors), and along with the
application a 300 to 500 word

• •
4 • M •.>r>tnn
Am t /•
essay
discussing
academic
interests and professional
objectives.
All graduate programs
require applicants take the
GRE which measures verbal,
quantitative and analytical
reasoning skills.
The Graduate School is
open
Monday
through
Friday from 8:30 am to 5:00
pm.
The graduate school office
is located on the second floor
of Knoles Hall. For additional
information or questions con
tact Fidelnia O'Neill or Sheila
Bacus-Alton at 946-2261.

ASU0P Presents

SKI TRIP
To

Kirkwood
Saturday
February
28th

More heavy rains this past week created lots of puddles on campus. This driver sprayed
water everywhere while going through the intersection near Faye Spanos Concert Mail.

Price for a full
Day lift ticket

$29.00

Mike Sure to Sigi up earh there is limited Spice is lilable
There art ibo pickiges asiilable for Downhill and Cross cointn
For Additional information and to sign up, stop into the AS! OP office or cal 1
946-2233 and ask for Steve. The deadline to sign up is February the 23rd by
4,-OOpra. You may piy by Check or Student Account
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Public Safety Report

From the Chief's Desk:

We all must accept
our responsibility
BOB CALLAWAY
Chief of Police
It's a rare person who
does not get discouraged.
Whether it happens to us or
to an associate, the way to
cheer them up centers
around one word, persever
ance.
The value of courage, persistance and perseverance
was rarely ilustrated more
convincingly than in the life
of Abraham Lincoln.
His age appears next to
the short phrases listed
below.
• Failed in business-22
• Defeated in run for legislature-23
• Elected to legislature-25
• Sweetheart died-26
• Had a nervous breakdown
-27
• Defeated for Speaker-29
• Defeated for Congress-34
•Defeated for Vice President
-47
• Defeated for Senate-49
• Elected President of the
United States-51
The acceptance of total
responsibility for our lives is
a major part of mature

human beings, it means that
we have no more excuses.
Brian Tracy, the author of
"The
Psychology
of
Achievment" says that there
is a direct relationship
between accepting high lev
els of responsibility and
experienceing a feeling of
being in total control of our
lives.
There is also a relation
ship between experiencing
positive emotions and the
feeling of personal freedom.
All negative emotions are
ultimately manifested as
anger, according to Tracy.
We direct our anger inward
or express it outward, he
says and that experience is
our reaction to situations
and are not contained in sit
uations themselves.
Responsibility is a word
that has two directions.
First, our university has a
responsibility to us. Second,
we as members of the uni
versity have a responsibility
to our organization.
A part of that responsibil
ity is to make it a better
place for those coming after
us.

ONE HOUR

MARTINIZING
S 1.10 Shirts
S 3 off Comforters
^ 3 off Dry Cleaning
with $ 12 order or more

(209) 477-4321
at

R„

h

n

za
^Pacific Ave.

h,9°A PI a

>-~~i°J>inhood

Thursday Night S p e c i a l s
February 19th - Miller Draft
Miller Lite & Red Dog Bottles
$1.00 All Night
New Outside Patio Seating
7 Satellite TV's
Now Open on Saturday & Sunday at 9:00 A.M.
2324 GRAND CANAL BLVD. #4 • STOCKTON, CA 95207

(209) 478-6290
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Where

Campus-wide
Grace Covell Hall

February 5,1998 through Februarx/11,1998
COMPILED BY SHANNON WiTCHER
Thefts
When
Loss
Feb. 2-5
Feb. 7

Vandalism

Where

when

Lot #13 (by Tennis Courts)
Grace Covell Hall

Damage

Graffiti
Graffiti

Feb. 7
Feb. 7

Trespassing
When

Where
Knoles Field

Feb. 7

What
15-20 males refusing to leave.

Miscellaneous
When

Where
Carter House

_ .

Wallet and contents
$20 missing from student's room.

Feb. 8

,.

What

Chemical spill (someone dumped a
chemical on the floor in the hallway
causing a reaction. Building was evacu
ated for safety - incident is still
under investigation)

Did you know?

During this period of time, Public Safety officers provided 97 hours of foot patrol, 38
,0, i"? ?atr°1 to the camPus< provided 5 escorts, found 17 open windows/doors,
assisted 9 stranded motorists, contacted 4 suspicious persons, and cited 1 individual for
an open container of alcohol.
lJnrnurh^A

^,any of ** information provided in this report, you are
F*3?™
?ouston' Associate Director of Public Safety at 946-2537 or
.
/ om campus phones. You may also call anonymously to report any sus
picious circumstances or persons.
je,Ty L

Levee
Continued from page 1

room is gone, and all my pos
sessions."
Womble said that a water
flow of 11,000 cubic feet per
second—approximately five
feet from the top of the
levee—is considered to be in
the warning stage.
He said that 9,000 cubic feet
per second is the highest the
levee has been this year.
"The water was higher last
year," said Calaway.
Not everyone is confident,
however.
"It fluctuates so much," said
Shroyer. "I've already seen it
touching the bridge twice."
Calaway admits the water
level can be "a little unnerving to look at when it*s high,
but that we shouldn't worry.
"We're in good shape," he
said.

Carter.
Continued from page 1

ond floor spent a few days in
Eiselen while the investigation
continued.
The chemical is speculated
to be Ammonium Tri-iodine
which is stable in a solution
form, but causes an exploding
sound when dried and pres
sure is applied, according to
Ward.
It smells like chlorine and
has the potential to irritate the
skin and eyes.
People that were exposed to
the chemical at all had to strip
and be hosed down by fire
fighters to make sure that they
were free of the chemical,
Ward said.
That was not a fun thing to
do at 4:30 in the morning," he
said.
Students at other universi

ties have been known to use
this as a practical joke,'
Calaway said. "They have put
it on cement and scared stu
dents that walk across it, but
we are not sure that is what
happened here."
Ward said that in this case
the chemical might have
mixed with a cleaning solution
in the carpet or was more con
centrated.
Ward said that the solution
had to have been placed on e
carpeting about a half an h°ur
before the student stepped on
it outside their door.
University Police still are
looking for anyone cone e
with the incident.
,
"Hopefully we will tmj
someone soon," Calawaysal
Anyone with informado^
asked to call University P°^c
be made
at 946-2537. Tips may
anonymously.
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Quote of the
Week

-Vj~T^u^n tuwewl

"It's true
that an
echo is quite
accurate, but
it doesn't
contribute
much that's
new.

wwosc^m^nG?..
mmtcW'KGT^lOCKlTlUV^HKtWS.

—E.C.
McKenzie
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Editorial

Tou might think Gibson was
rerring to the United States'
lontions to invade Iraq, since
''
seem to be a crisis. The
MC News reported. "The
States has not garnered
'Pport of the international
[ihdfii

was then asked if he agrees
with his wife's commentary on
the Lewinsky issue. Clinton
tactfully answered, "I've never
known her to be wrong."
The setting was meant
specifically for the discussion
of an attack on Iraq, and only
one reporter questioned the
possibility of Yeltsin's state
ment about a third world war.
The others were more con
cerned with entertaining the
public on any possible leak
that might result from jabbing
the proverbial LewinskyClinton jar.
The people who make our
local news are so concerned
with ratings, they don't care to
report on important issues.
Princess Diana was more
, tL,n ,n «n.vear-

community, including Security
Council members, France,
Russia and China, and many
Arab states."
Russian President Boris
Yeltsin said this current crisis
could result in World War III.
Those certainly do seem like
"high stakes."
Nevertheless, Gibson was
not referring to this country's
possible attack on Iraq. Gibson
was speaking of the Monica
Lewinsky scandal.
Everyday there is a new
piece of evidence presented to
indicate that former White
House
Intern
Monica
Lewinsky and Clinton had an
affair, which would mean both
parties lied under oath.
It is bad enough that the
news covers 20 "minutes of
Lewinsky and two minutes of
the issues in Iraq every
evening. It was appalling
when on Feb. 3, a press confere„«nme»*oWoPS,£e0^
VS™and
lie about the U.S.
and fraq,
Iraq,

President Clinton and
British Prime Minister Tony
Blair gave opening statements
about their intentions to join
forces against Iraq.
Afterward, they welcomed
questions from both the British
and American press. The first
question was about Clinton's
thoughts on his issue with
Monica Lewinsky.
When Clinton declined to
comment, other reporters
decided to try his hand in
breaking
the President's
silence. Question after ques
tion seemed more like careful
ly-worded tactics to make the
President talk. Clinton was
asked what he would say to
Monica Lewinsky if she were
standing in
in rront
front of
standing
ui him.
i
the reporter for such a good
question, he declined to
answer.
Another question asked was
whTK will msul. in
his
resignation. A,
A, tms
this point
his testgnatron.
pouw

old lite long
Whether or not the President
kept his pants on seems to
bring in more viewers than the
pot^tia, transformation of the
Cuban go— and our
fh

turned into a Itewrnsky ques-

C "ton s faceha^n^d he

posstble

Although

Clinton commented

Uriah De Lazier

Christina rimers
Michael Griswold
Corinne Chance

The media—More ratings mean less news
Many were saddened by the
death of Mother Teresa.
Several were curious about
happenings in Cuba after the
Pope's arrival. Others wonder
what our country plans to do
with Iraq.
Mother Teresa died not even
a month after Princess Diana
did. Although the news did
cover her death, she did not
receive as much coverage as
Lady Diana.
The Pope's visit to Cuba
recant a possibility of the
downfall of Communism
under Fidel Castro's rule.
Although coverage was made,
if seemed shadowed by the lat
est uproar in the White House.
Charlie Gibson of "Good
Morning America" called it
"'he hi^h-sE p^ential
F
crisis."
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Question of the w
COMPILED BY MATT JOHNSON

What is the biggest story
have heard recently in the new\
"The Clinton sex
scandal, UNFORTU

NATELY"

•Amanda Wheeler,

Freshman

Something on your mind?
Cot a compliment or a
lpr-vy gripe you'd like to give?
us aWrite
letter v
and share your \
view with the JL
1Kb world!

* GET IN-SHAPE IN 98*
BAUN STUDENT FITNESS CENTER

-Complete with Free Weights, Rowers
Stair Masters, Stationary Bikes, '
Raquetball Courts, and Versaclimbers.
"Aerobics Included with Membership.
ALL STUDENTS, FACULTY, STAFF AND
ALUMNI WELCOME!
Membership Fee: $45/ semester or $85/ school

"The story about
human cloning"
•Jerome Barsock,
Sophomore

The Clinton sex
scandal."

Becky Regan,
Freshman

BINiiio
—Megan Edmonston,
Freshman

o

PINION
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States vows to bring down Hussein

_ ;SWITZER
iftcan Staff Writer
Ibaa 1991: The U.S., com•7 with U.N. forces,
—deed Iraq with major air
Iport and ground troops
L came as a direct result of
.Iraqi invasion of Kuwait.
Iraq, present day: The U.S.
j
U.N. are gearing up
. what could be another
ajor assault on Iraq.
As a result of Iraq's contin
ue refusal to comply with
y weapons' inspection
ams, there may soon be
nither war in the Gulf. Iraq
is continually
banned
mericans from the teams,
hich has caused the entire
am to leave without inspec... The teams have been
dered to search for any
lemical and
biological
eapons, while Iraq mainins
it
has
none,
ivertheless, U.S. intelligence
Iports that Iraq has between
p and 200 tons of VX, a deadnerve gas. Two hundred
Ins of VX is potentially
Tough to kill every man,
toman, and child in the
world, according to secretary
T Defense Martin Cohen. This
why they continue to deny
spection teams the right to
) their job. As almost all
plomatic solutions have
the U.S. and U.N. are

I

ready to resort to a combined
military assault.
Secretary of State Madeline
Albright is firm in her stance
to attack Iraq should they not
comply with the U.N. While
Russia, France, Italy and a few
others in the U.N. still oppose
force,
Britain,
military
Canada,
Australia,
and
Germany have all pledged to
give military support to any
U.S.-led strike. Should all
diplomatic resolutions fail, the
U.S.S. George Washington
will be prepared for a strike
anywhere within seven to 10
days. This does not mean that
they would attack, but it
would be an option that has to
remain open.
In
Congress,
both
Republicans and Democrats,
for the most part, agree that a
military strike should take
place. Both sides agree that
Saddam Hussein has been
defiant and arrogant for too
long. If he will not allow
inspection teams into Iraq,
general opinion is that mili
tary forces should take away
his ability to use any such
weapons by force.
Iraq's prime minister held
talks in Egypt trying to drum
up support for Iraq among
Arab nations. Egypt replied
by saying that any military
attack on Iraq would be a mas
sacre. Currently, the U.S. has

IEW STUDENT
DENTAL PLAN

$5700

' per year

Save money and your teeth!
Enroll Now!
jpr a brochure - (Rom 655-3225

I:

t

over 300 attack planes in the
Gulf. Iraq has less than 50
operable jets. The U.S. out
weighs Iraq heavily on every
military aspect. Should a
strike occur, the results would
be disastrous.
A letter to the editor last
week brought up some con
cerns about military involve
ment in Iraq. Innocent people
are starving and dying from
lack of medical supplies.

Although this is true, war
does not discriminate between
the good and the bad. I seri
ously question who out of the
Iraqi public is so innocent.
When I see citizens of Iraq
ages 15 and older protesting
and chanting, "Down with the
U.S.," I question just how
innocent they truly are. It is for
the children that we should
regret these actions. The U.S.
is not to blame for this situa

tion.
If Saddam Hussein will
allow the inspection teams in,
the U.N. has said sanctions
will be lifted. However,
Hussein remains obstinate,
and this conflict goes on. Let
us all hope for the sake of the
children that this may be
peacefully resolved. Let us
also hope that the U.S. should
not delay if a military strike
becomes imminent.

$2.00 Off All Pizzas

No charge for
diagnosis and x-rays
Dn|y

II
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Pointing the finger: El Nino or the University?
JACLYN EDWARDS
Pacifican Staff Writer
For months, Californians
and others across the nation
have been enduring a wet
and messy winter. While
meteorologists and others
have been pointing their fin
gers at El Nino, who should
UOP students blame for the
larger-than-life puddles on
campus?
Anyone who lives in or has
walked to the Townhouses is
aware of the water trap.
Every time it rains, a student
is forced to overcome an
obstacle through the muddy
path in front of AKL. To
attend class, for example, a
student has three options in
order to get to campus.
One alternative is to drive.
Unfortunately, not everyone
has a car. These students are
left with two less appealing
choices. They could either
walk around the entire field

and face the possibility of
being late, or they could walk
through the soiled grass and
water while damaging their
shoes.
Besides seasonal misfor
tune, there are other reasons
why this path deserves seri
ous attention.
First, students will not find
any blue phones until they
either reach the levy, or inside
the gated
Townhouses.
Without an outlet for help or
security, students may find
themselves in an unpleasant
situation and not have the
resources available.
Another problem is the
intense ivy growing along the
fence. Because the vegetation
is thick, lights above cannot
shine through. At night, the
path is left dark while anyone
could hide behind the shad
ows of ivy.
The lack of
proper
drainage and security dan
gers along this route should

be a concern for the
University. These are problems Townhouse residents
face nearly every day. Why
haven't these issues been
addressed?
Although no one should
walk alone at night or com
plain about the rain, these are
not good excuses for the lack
of maintenance in the area.
There are simple solutions to
these problems that would
create better living arrange
ments for the students.
By re-landscaping the area
with tar and gravel, the path
could be raised high enough
to prevent the water trap.
This would create a walkway
no longer level to the field.
Cutting back the ivy and
installing a blue phone,
would institute a safer route
for students traveling to and
from campus. The light
would be able to shine on the
path leaving no room for any
one to lurk in the darkness.

He said.
MIKE COMB
Pacifican Staff Writer
Every evening on the news
there are reports of violent
deaths attributed to guns.
Why? Because we live in a
society where every citizen
has the freedom to own a gun,
the freedom to murder, the
freedom to maim, and the
freedom to destroy lives.
Many people believe that
just because a 200-year-old
piece of paper gave every citi
zen the right to own a gun
that this right should still
apply today. What is more
important to you—the life of a
single child or a wrinkled
piece of parchment intended
to govern a very different
society from the one we cur
rently live in? What about the
lives of the thirty thousand
Americans that die every year
due to guns?
The NRA and similar lob
bying groups claim that guns
are necessary for hunters.
Nothing about killing a
defenseless animal with a

weapon that could as easily
kill a human in any way
appeals to me. Isn't it easier
(and more dignified) to go to
the supermarket than to
crouch in the bushes waiting
for something to wander by?
Another argument is that
guns are necessary to deter
burglars. However, a hand
gun at home is six times more
likely to kill a family member
than a burglar.
To anyone who is consider
ing buying a gun for home
security, just consider one sce
nario: You wake up in the
middle of the night to a
strange noise. You realize you
must protect your family,
including your daughter in
the next room, and get the
gun from the safe. You go
downstairs and shoot some
one walking out of the
kitchen. You turn on the light
and realize that the person
you just shot was your
daughter who had gone
downstairs for a drink of
water. Situations similar to
this happen every year.

The flooded path near the Alpha Kappa Lambda house.

These concerns need to be
attended to quickly. What
will the deciding factor be
before the University takes

action? One can only hope
that an unfortunate and pre
ventable accident will not be
the case.

She said. . .
ALISA EICH
Pacifican Staff Writer

Cuns: Who
has control?
-

Guns cause an over
whelming amount of prob
lems. There are accidental
deaths that occur when chil
dren gain access to guns,
drive-by shootings, armed
robberies, car-jackings, assas
sinations, as well as plain
old-fashioned murders.
When considering this
type of information, it would
make sense to think that we
should simply place more
restrictions on guns. We
should make guns so hard to
get a hold of that they rarely
cause any problems.
There are some roadblocks
on the mission to making
guns illegal, though.
The Second Amendment
to the U.S. Constitution
states that "the right of the
people to keep and bear
Arms,
shall
not
be
infringed." We as citizens of
the Unites States are specifi
cally given the right to bear
arms.

Think about some other
things that are illegal. Drugs
are illegal, but there are prob
lems with drugs all the time.
It is illegal for people under
the age of 21 to consume
alcohol, and we all know
how effective that law is.
As far as guns are con
cerned, in many ways, they
are used for illegal purposes
There are undoubtedly ills'
gal arms dealers making it
possible for uncertified peo
ple to obtain guns. Making
something illegal does not
make it go away.
If guns were made illega,
nothing would be solve
The people that have gnns
and use them in the wrong
ways would still get then1
and still abuse themTheoretically, crime rates
would drop. Gun regulation
should remain as they are^~
with enough restrictions 1
keep just anyone from gl
ting them, but at the sam
time available to those w
ode
like to keep guns as a m'
of self defense or sport
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it's foreign, if it's ethnic, then it must be OASIS
EX ZAMANSKY
etro Editor
It's OASIS.
No, no, not
hose guys from England, but
ather the Open Assembly of

e School of International
.tudies. This is a club which

Ties to represent the more
foreign
aspect
of
the
University of the Pacific.
Founded in 1991, this club
operates as the student gov
ernment for the School of
iInternational Studies.
OASIS has held many
events in it's relatively short
history, including many
annual ones like "ethnic
dine-outs," "ethnic dine-ins."
These catchy names are
exactly what they sound like:

Ethnic. Ethnic dine-outs are
an opportuniy for students to
sample the ethnic cuisine
offered in restaurants in the
area. Ethnic dine-in, on the
other hand, is simply a fancy
name for potlucks for which
professors prepare dishes
from different areas of the
world and they gather with
the students for a night of
fun.
Among other activities,
this fall OASIS participated
in the Fall Festival. For this
event they sponsored a
"Pie-in-the- face" booth, for
which many professors and
students volunteered to be
targets.
OASIS is the lone club on
campus which represents

students interested in inter
national issues. The execu
tive board consists of nine
members, headed up by
President Heather Smith.
Smith says, "Our goals for
the future are to improve
alumni relations and possi
bly form a professional fra
ternity."
One other key
member of this group is their
advisor, Dr. James Derleth,
who spends ample time
working with and advising
the students who participate
in the club.
This semester OASIS is
planning
two
ethnic
dine-outs (to a Russian
restaurant and a Greek deli),
an ethnic dine-in, an SIS
t-shirt sale, a Spring picnic,

SIS professor Barb West at the OASIS booth during Fall Festival.
OASIS board in George
and many other fun events.
To get involved stop by the Wilson Hall. And remember,
is
Knowledge
Bechtel Center at 5 p.m. on "Global
Wednesdays or check out the Power!"

Eaten food lately? Attention: The results are in. .
LARA ZAMANSKY
Pacifican Staff Writer
The Summit, Redwood
Room, Elbert Covell, and
Grace Dining Hall are all din
ing halls that stu
dents and faculty
are familiar with
here
at
the
University of the
Pacific. Feeling
hungry?
Well,
you
definitely
have your choice
of food at any one
of these dining
halls. Wow, all
these places ready Food man
to cater to what
we are hungry for at the time
we want. Sounds good to me.
We all walk into the dining
halls ready to eat and it seems
that we take all that conve
nience for granted some
times. Do you ever stop to
think about who takes the
time to get all the food here or
who makes sure that we have
the best quality food? Well,
it's about time that we recog
nize a very important person
here at U.O.P. because with-

out him there would be many
starving students here on
campus.
Tim Philly is the Director
of Food Services here at
U.O.P. Food services here on
campus is called
University
Dining Services.
Philly is a very
important part of
the staff because
he directs all the
food service pro
grams on cam
pus. It is Philly's
job to insure the
quality and the
Tim Philly variety of all the
food in all of the
dining halls is up to speed
and satisfactory to everyone
who eats in the dining halls.
Variety is a very crucial part
of Philly's job because if there
is no variety in the food
served here, then students
will get bored with the food
and not want to eat in the
dining halls. Philly is very
innovative and is always try
ing out new trendy ideas and
always tries to cater to what
See Pacifican, page 11

"Are you affected by UOP's periodic flooding on campus?"
"It has not effected me because I have
large boots."
-Josephine Ganji
Grace
"Flooding is a little annoying, but I
don't think it's a huge problem."
-Sarah Porter
Frat./Sorority Circle
"Not really, just a little mud."
-Chris Townsend
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I have a "major" problem!

Phi Delta Theta

S
The Men of Phi Delta Theta would like to congrat Q
cD ulate all the new pledges that we received as a result Y
of this Spring Rush. We are ecstatic tlrat we have
T
received such a great group of gentlemen that will
K
undoubtedly become brothers we are proud to call Z
A Phi Delts. We have never prided ourselves on just P
M recruiting individuals ds we have on our selection. In 0
N other words, quantity did not always mean quality
O Fortunately, we can say that both tends to apply this
spring. We are very proud of everyone, both the
house and new pledges. Once again, we are looking N
0 forward to being the largest fraternity on campus. M

r

n
o

n

p

A

1

Any other Greeks who would like inform the cam K
T pus about what's going on in their houses, are encour r
Y aged to call Alex at 946-2115, or stop by The Pacifican <D

n

on the Third Floor of Hand Hall

E
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The Men of Pi Kappa Alpha would like to
congratulate their new 1998 Spring Pledge Class."
1

Paul Uguarte
Carson Lowell
Damion Martin'
Nick Baker
Benjamin Reece

ft

h[[

Nike Chow
Jarod Cueras
David Dugan
Mike Samoulian
Scott Tilson

VIRGINIA LUCHETTI,
M.A.

Pacifican Guest Writer
"1 am thinking about
changing my major because I
am not doing well in the one I
have now. Is it possible to still
minor in the original area and
still be accepted at graduate
school in that area? (ex: minor
in biology and go to dental
school)"
Sincerely,
Discouraged
Dear Discouraged,

Like many students at UOP,
it seems that you have the
mistaken impression that the
Counseling Center provides
academic counseling. To help
clarify, let me describe the var
ious professional counseling
services provided by the
University. First, each student
has a faculty advisor who
helps with all academic ques-

Juliann Helleck
Jaime Takahashi
Abby Thompson
Emily Eisenbarth
Jamie McAuley
Holly Hadley
Desiree Forsberg
Brooke Kantera

Sandra Murphy
Melissa Schilling
Lauren Halliburton
Kerri Kruttschnitt
Liz Winkelmann
Megan Zumstein
Vanessa Brumer

Send your questions
regarding Stockton to Alex
Zamansky at The Pacifican
on the third floor of
Hand Hall or e-mail us at
pacifican@uop.edu

psychological
co
contact us at 946
Psychological counsel;^
help reduce the stress ,
arises when you have ^
tainty m your life. Also »
etiological counseling *'
help you examine the reasothat you might not be doing'
well as you wished in somen!
your classes. Are you havb
motivational
prob,enj
Difficulty
concentrating'
Learning
difficulties'
Drinking or substance use
problems?
Whatever the
cause, once it is identified,
your counselor can work with
you so that you perform at a
level that is more representa
tive of your abilities. Now that
you know each of the three
types of counseling provided
by UOP, think about which
resource might be the best to
consult. By the way, using a
combination of services often
provides the best solution.
Good luck to you!

Oh, the power of the laugh.
Pacifican Guest Writer

Congratulates their New Members for Spring 1998

tions and concerns. Since
your question deals primarily
with academic concerns, your
faculty advisor is the one to
consult. If you cannot remem
ber who your advisor is or if
you have other questions,
please contact the Student
Advising Center at 946-2177.
Second, UOP has an excel
lent Career Services Center.
For questions about jobs and
careers, they can be reached at
946-2361. Their counselors
may help you identify the
types of work that might suit
you the best. They might do
some evaluation to discover
your hidden talents and inter
ests. They may even set up an
internship position for you so
that you get valuable "real
world" experience in your
chosen field. Third, the
Counseling
Center
staff
includes a marriage, family
and child counselor, a psy
chologist, interns and a psy
chiatrist. For emotional and

Healthlink

DR. KENNETH
FORSYTHE

Sandi Matlock
Melinda Shaffer
Kelson Werner
Kelly Bellemy
Melissa Flenrickson
Alisa Eich
Gina Carranza

THE PACIFI
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Recognizing that medical
stories often lack flare, and
especially humor, I am
pleased to bring you the fol
lowing. I am apprised by my
respected medical colleague
in Michigan, who has
recounted this tale to me via
e-mail, that the events
recounted here are—believe
it or not—true.
It
seems
that
two
Michigan duck hunters were
recently treated for expo
sure and hypothermia in my
colleague's hospital. Why
these erstwhile hunters
were swimming in
a
Michigan lako m i
will leave one
of
Darwin's accepted maxim of
c..-.,;—, _r .i e.. maxim of
survival of the fittest.
Our story begins with one
of our hunters purchasing a
new Jeep Cherokee in
preparation for his annual
winter outing. After arriv-

IN, at
M ,
CIONU lake for
T
ing
a suitable
panion Labrador
Retrieve]
mid-winter duck hunting,
As soon as the dynami
the intrepid pair drove onto stick was tossed, off we
the frozen lake to reconnoi- Fido, for this was a game
ter. They
knew wi
t h e n
and love
decided
To the co
that the
siderab
d u c k s
chagrin
w o u l d
the ha
need an
ing, ar
inviting
increasin
of
area
ly nervoi
o p e n
hunter
water on
their
which to
paid i
l a n d .
attentio:
Knowing
He
rm
the thick
have ev<
ness of mid-winter ice, the increased his already Pa
pair had come prepared. sionate desire to retrieve tl
Dynamite was the selected stick 1U1
dynamite
for ms
his trusted mastc
the By now, seeing his
his dc

it? ? "fyl ln their task' snatch the dynamite ha]
the two decided to launch
launrh into
in^ t-.;
j
thp hi
hisc jaws,
the
the lighted dynamite stick knew he had to do s(
into the air a goodly dis thing. This revealed a
tance away. Unfortunately, tain dim, if belated ins
a peril they had not counted into his serious problem
on was the deeply imbed
At this point, one m
ded instinct of their coma

See Healthlink, p 9
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Sstudent or customer likes,
stress Jully li^ to always stay on
ate ,Ie cutting edge
Also JPhiHy's day is filled with
Xy activities and responsiLes that begin as soon as
Lets foot in his office on the
-Kond floor of Banister Hall.
starts off his day by prior(zing his tasks and making
Ets of what to do. Philly roujnely checks all the dining
Ls during meal times.
When he is not inspecting the
lining halls for perfection,
jhen he is in his cozy office
Engaging in various paper
Lork. He is up in his office
lor one reason, he is thinking
[of new ideas to make our stay
lit the dining halls better than
he last.
. The best part of Philly's job
[is that he enjoys all parts and
[especially working with the
students. The challenges of
jPhilly's job change daily so
there is never a dull moment
in the food service business.
Philly is never bored
although he puts in long
hours to make the students at
UOP happy.

HO I. in AY

hBBBEBB
BK West Lane
955-5680

Barsain Matinees in ()
Advance Ticket Sales
Available at the Box Office

Senseless - R

Daily: (3:05,5:15) 7:30,9:50
"riy Shows Fri-Sun: (11:15, 1:05)

Sphere - PG 13

Daily. (1:40,2:10,4:25,5:00)

720.7:45,10:10

Early Shows Fri-Sun: (11:00.11:20)
Ute Show Fri-Sat: 10:30PM

It is always interesting to
see how people get started in
their careers, but if you were
to meet Philly back in his col
lege days you would never
have suspected him of
becoming a Director of Food
Services like he is now. In his
college days, Philly was a
biology major. So how did he
come to be where he is now?
Well, Philly's father was an
executive chef in hotels, so as
a youngster Philly got handson experience in working
with food. He is actually a
certified chef as well, so if
you see him cooking up a
storm one day in one of the
dining halls, you know it will
be one delicious treat.
Philly likes to live by the
motto, "life is too short to set
tle for mediocrity". He is so
right in what he believes in.
Philly also welcomes any
feedback as to what you like
and don't like about anything
concerning the dining halls,
so take a few minutes and fill
out a comment card. Philly
cares about what you think,
and making you happy gives
him great satisfaction.
Thank you Tim Philly for
all your hard work here at the
University of the Pacific!

HealthlinkContinued from page 10

have thought that the
hunters would swiftly jump
into their new 4X4 vehicle
and beat a safe retreat. Here
my colleague inserts a pos
sibly relevant fact, which
was that the two had blood
alcohol levels well into the
intoxicated range. Perhaps
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Deputy City Manager speaks!

DONNA BROWN
Pacifican Guest Writer
Editor's note: Donna Brown
is a Deputy City Manager with
the City of Stockton. She is
responsible for several major
programs such as Central
Building Maintenance, Safe
Stockton/Safe Youth, Public
Relations and Information,
Affirmative Action & Contract
Compliance, Quality
and
Customer
Service,
and
Emergency Service Operations.
If you have any related ques
tions or concerns you would
like to be answered through the
Pacifican, please call (209) 9462114
and
contact
Alex
Zamansky.

faculty more involved in
local life. There is too wide a
gap between "town and
gown."
Q: With the incessant
rains, how is Stockton man
aging its control with water
overflow, or has this been a
problem?
A: While the recent storms
inundated many parts of
Northern
California,
Stockton once again escaped
without any major flooding.
The high intensity storms
did cause minor street flood
ing, but the area rivers and
creeks were able to handle
the high water levels caused
by the combination of high
tides and the large storm
runoff volumes, without any
significant difficulties. To
ensure that Stockton contin
ues to avoid flooding prob
lems, the San Joaquin Area
Flood Control Agency (SJAFCA) is undertaking a $70
million program of flood
control improvements with
in the greater Stockton area.
SJAFCA, a joint powers

agency between the City of
Stockton and County of San
Joaquin,
is
currently
involved in building up lev
ees, flood proofing bridges,
and constructing storm
water detention facilities.
These improvements will
help to protect the city from
flooding during a 100-year
storm event. This work
began in 1996 and is sched
uled to be completed in time
for the 1998/99 flood season.
Water will be released from
New Hogan. It will increase
the water level in the
Calaveras River. People may
notice higher water levels
there but it is nothing to be
concerned about at this time.

this fact accounts for the was the only one readily
hunter's response to a high available in the circum
ly loaded dog charging at stances - the new Jeep.
Now the hunters charged
him across the winter ice.
He picked up his shotgun for their vehicle, arriving
and aimed several rounds there just slightly before the
just over the dog's head. At loaded dog. Alas, fumbling
first startled by the blasts, around for keys in the
the dog slowed momentari tumult of trying to escape,
ly, and then made the sensi the hunter had just man
ble decision to head for aged to start his Jeep when
cover. The cover chosen the inevitable occurred. This

was the end of a perfectly
good pooch, not to mention
an unused car. How, and
perhaps why the two
hunters were able to sur
vive, remain unanswered
questions. The epilogue to
this tale is that the Jeep deal
ership has contacted the
injured man about his first
car payment, which is now
late.

Q: What is the overall pub
lic opinion on the students
that attend UOP from the
view of Stockton residents?
A: Stocktonians take great
pride in having UOP in
town. It offers a wide array
of activities, both athletic
and cultural, which benefit
the community. We would
like to see the students and
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CAREER UPDATE

You want money?

Finding that intern
BOB WRIGHT
Graduate Assistant
Career and Internship
Center

"Blessed is he who
has found his work.
Let him ask no other
blessedness."
—Thomas Carlyle
taken from
Past and Present

T~H~E

MISSY DUBOIS
CALENDAR EDITOR
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/:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
15panos Center
lor ticket Information call
1946-2UOP

Chi Alpha Christian
Fellowship
Prayer Meeting
^00 a.m. - 8:00 a.m.
''•Building West
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Community
Involvement Program
Student Assembly
11:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
Regents' Dining Room

ASVOP
Noontime Concerts
11:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
McCaffey Center Stage

InterVarsity Pacific
Christian Fellowship
Prayer Meeting
11:30 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
WPC 135

Weekly Meeting
6:00 p.m. 11:00 p.m.
McCaffrey
Center
Conference Room

ASUOP
Weekly
Senate/Cabinet
Meetings
6:45 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
WPC Conference Room

Science Teachers To
Hear About El Nino

Vietnamese Student
Association

7:00 p.m.
Classroom Building 170
For more informational call
946-2482

General Meeting
5:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Knoles Hall 207

Ron Pecchenino
Retrospective and
Alumni Exhibition

ASUOP Office
Leadership Series
5:30 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.
McCaffrey
Center
Conference Room

Career/Internship
Center
Informational
Session:
Career Opportunities &
Recruiting for KNBR Radio
5:30 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.
Regent's Dining Room

8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Richard
and
Majorie
Reynolds Gallery in the Art
Center

Friday,
February 20

Chi Alpha Christian
Fellowship

Paciffca Folkdancers
Folkdance Class
7:45 p.m. - 10:15 p.m.
George Wilson Hall

Weekly Meeting
8:00 p.m.
Z-Building West

Deadline Registration Date for
the Ski Trip to Kirkwood
(Saturday, February 28th)
S29.00 for full day lift ticket
For more information call
946-2233

UOP Baseball
Doubleheader vs.
Southern Utah
1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Billy Hebert Field

Women's Basketball.
UOP vs. Cal State
Fullerton
7:00 p.m.
Alex G. Spanos Center
For ticket information call
946-2UOP

An Evening
of
Ing t_
Chamber Music
8:00 p.m.
Faye Spanos Concert Hall
$3.00 General Admission,
free to UOP students & chil
dren under 12
For more information call
946-2415

Chi Alpha Christian
Fellowship

Job Fair Orientation

Prayer Meeting
7:00 a.m. - 8:00 a.m.
Z-Building West

2:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.
McCaffrey
Center
Conference Room

If you haven't told your
family you're an
organ and tissue donor.

Saturday,
February 21
Crab & Spaghetti Feed
3:00 p.m. -6:00 p.m.
Raymond Great Hall
$25.00
For more information call
946-2967

Women's Tennis, UOP
vs. St. Mary's
12:00 p.m.
The Marina

Men's Volleyball, UOP
vs. Pepperdine
7:00 p.m.
Alex G. Spanos Center
For ticket information call
946-2UOP

Money to Loan

'Model open daily

We Buy or Loan
Money on
v Rolex Watches,
diamonds,
jewelry, almost
anything of value.

'Unique 1,2 & 3
bedrooms
'Park - like setting

jr

«• 11J

Best'Vain
Value!
Best Location!!

'Fireplaces
'Pool/Spa

Annette's
Jewelry & Loan Co.
Pawnbrokers

Grouse Run Apartments

474-7532 - 7201 Pacific Ave.
2 blocks N. of Lincoln Cenler

4738 Grouse Run Drive • (209) 957-6710

you're not.

Coupon:
PacMcAw Bowl O T7L1

°n organ and tissue donor, even if youVe
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^-SHARE.

to talk to your family, call

Otgan&Jlssue
Share jxjut life.
Coalition

decision.*
Donation

477-0267
5939 Pacific Ave
Stockton 95207

946-2114
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Classifieds

For Rent
Drake Apartments
838 W. Stadium

Large Two Bedroom, One Bath

ORLY

THE ONE AND ONLY
MATCHMAKER

Raise $500 in one week. Fundraising opportunites available. No financial obligation.
Great for clubs. For more info call (888) 51-ALUS ext. 51'
A
Men/Women earn $375 weekly processing/assembling Medical I.D. Cards at home.
Immediate openings, your local area. Experience unnecessary, will train. Call Medicard 1541-386-5290 Ext. 118M
World Page seeks Customers Service / Sales Person to sellpagers, PCS Mobil Phone ser
vice and assist customers. Hours flexible. Minimum wage plus comminssion. Call 951-6332.
Funco seeks Sales Associates with retail experience. Contact Chip Coakley (alumnus) or
Albert Garcia at (209) 957-3667.

WHAT IS THE MEDIA
SAYING ABOUT ORLY?

West Cost Magnetics seeks computer science student for network configuration and set
up. Contact (209) 944-0747.

The Phil Donahue Show

American Savings/Great Western seeks Regional Tellers, Regional New Accounts Reps,
and Tellers. Contact Colleen Connors at (209) 546-2402. Apply in person 400 E. Main Street,
1st Floor, Stockton.

"Orly is a Unique personal matchmaker..."

Ron Reagan Show
"Oely, bom a matchmaker..."

Sally Jesse Rafael Show

Athletic Department seeks Study Hall Monitors for various times during the days and
evenings. Contact Joe Wortmann at 946-2724 or Wendy Cornwall 946-2471.

"Orly's service is designed for the
professionals..."

AM Los Angeles Show
"two of Orly's clients were married live on

Academic Internships and Practical Experiences

the show...The wedding of the year"

Eyewitness News (ABC)
"Orly, world renowned matchmaker..."

KTLA Morning News
"Orly, matchmaker in action..."

Stockton Ports Summer Internship in Stadium Operations and Sales. Contact Alfred Spear
at (209) 944-5943 Fax 463-4937.
California Judicial Fellows Program post graduation internship and academic program
applications are now inthe Career and Internship Center. Due date is April 3,1998.

Jewish T.V. Network
"Orly is a real marrige broker..."

Montell Williams Show
"Orly's clients are simply top of the line..."

Cleveland Tonight Show
"Orly a touch of class..."

Orange County News Channel
"Orly champagne wishes..."

Am Northwest Show, Oregon
"Orly the one and only matchmaker..."

Good Evening Seattle Show
Orly is an investment in your future..."

The Dimi Petty Show, Canada
Orly has a sixth sense..."

NASA AIES Research Center now accepting applications for Summer Student Temporary
Employment Program. Materials available in CIC. USGA seeks canidates for post-gradua
tion Fellowship in Leadership and Service. Contact Pat O-Brien, 1631 Mesa Avenue,
Colorado Springs, CO 80906, (719) 471-4810 Fax 471-4976.
Sun-Diamond Growers seeks Labortory Interns January-June. $7/hour. Contact Gail
Cuningham PO BOX 1727, Stockton 95201, (209) 467-6000.

Full-Time
Bank of America seeks tellers in Stockton. Contact MR. Wing Liu, 1301 Stockton Street SF
94133.

National Enquirer
Orly has a dream date for you..."

Orange County Register
'Orly has a match for the sincere singles..."

The Heritage Weekly

California Homes seeks Staff Accountant. Contact Kathy Delucchi at (209) 951-5444 of Fax
resume to (209) 951-2619.

'Orly is nationally and internationally
known..."

Los Angeles Times
'Orly matches the rich and successful.."

Dallas Morning Newspaper
"Orly made countless introductions..."

Beverly Hills Today
Orly is the Rolls Royce of matchmaking

Castle Metals seeks sales trainee in Stockton. Contact Denise Redmond, 1625 Tillie Lewis
Drive, Stockton 95206 (800) 944-3383 Fax (847) 455-9320.
Lane Masters and Pro Shop, local bowling product marketing and manufacturing ven
tures with Kevin Seto, a recent alumnus as CFO, seeks various interns and full-time
ccamdates for operations, finance, or marketing opportunities. Call 546-1704.

KFI Talk Radio
Orly, a matchmaker with a sixth sense..."

WLAC Nashville Radio
"Orly is a celebrity matchmaker..."
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Miss San Joaquin
Beauty Pagent
3:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m
Choral Rehearsal Room

Move In Special
Two Weeks Free t

Call Karen @ P.M.E. 465-5000 EXT. 106

THE PAciPir

cn/^DP sTeJ?bales ^ssociate m Stockton Area. Contact Elizabeth Ames Recruiter, (510) 358(510) 358"5021' 2000 Crow Canyon' Suite 450, San Ramon
94583°Fax 358-5032

Lose Weight - Feel great omnitrition products work! Natural energy boosters. Fat &
blockers available- International company, walking distance from UOP. Call 4656048 for mor information.

Kiiusan Pilipino
Cultural Show
6:00 p.m.
George Wilson Hall

Sunday;
February 22
CoIIiver Lecture
"No
Enemy,
Christianity"
7:00 p.m.
Morris Chapel

No

Women's Tennis, V0P
vs. Oregon
11:00 a.m.
The Marina

Women's Basketball,
UOP vs. UC Irvine
2:00 p.m.
Alex G. Spanos Center
For ticket information call
946-2UOP

Hawaii Club
Weekly Meeting
2:00 - 4:00 p.m.
McCaffrey
Conference Room

Center

Church o f Lutheran
Confession
Church Service
7:30 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Center
McCaffrey
Conference Room

Miss San Joaquin
Beauty Pagent
11:00 a . m . -6:00 p.m.
Choral Rehearsal Room

Monday,
February 23
uChristians in the
Hands of the Flu"1*
Secularists"

7:00 p.m.
Morris Chapel

Gender Studies
Exhibition

r/V;

8:30 a.m.
Richard
Reynolds Gallery
Center

4

,D„ARY

HE I

Alpha Christian
,wship
Meeting
a.m. - 8:00

ier

a.m.

juilding West

npus Apostolic
owship
jigious
)p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Caffrey
Center
nference Room

sian Club
ekJy Meeting
)p.m. - 10:00 p.m.
{htel Center

Tuesday;
February 24
eball, UOP vs. St.
r's
p.m.
ly Hebert Field
ticket information call
I-2UOP

'a/ Stress Now!
n't Wait Until It's
Late!
0 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.
oseph's Medical Center
itorium
1.00
more

•6889
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information call

Chi Alpha Christian
Fellowship
Prayer Meeting
7:00 a.m. -8:00 a.m.
Z-Building West

Evensong
5:15 p.m. -5:45 p.m.
Morris Chapel

Tuesday World
Forum
Presidential Values and
International Education
12 noon
Bechtel
International
Center
$3.75 for lunch, Free to stu
dents with I.D. card

Concert, John
DeHaan, Tenor
8:00 p.m.
Faye Spanos Concert Hall
$3.00 General Admission,
Free to UOP students and
children under 12
For more information call
946-2415

Free and Confidential
HIV Testing
6:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Cowell Health Center
Cost is free, $17.00 for oral
examinations

Wednesday;
February 25
Cross Cultural
Training Begins
(Deadline for Applications
to Study Abroad)
For more information call
946-2246

Softball, UOP vs.
Santa Clara
1:00 p.m. (Doubleheader)
Bill Simoni Field
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Careers Forum
Wednesday, February 25th
3:30-5:00
This year's participants are:
Theresa McNiel, Maryanne Murray, Angela Low, Brian West
I articipants will discuss the skills that are needed for jobs in
his/her career track, what work in that field is like, and how
to go about obtaining such jobs. There will be a chance for
informal discussion with the panel members afterwards.
This event is free and open to students and faculty

lowest supplement prices GUARANTEED

Women's Water Polo,
UOP vs. UC Davis

UOP SPECIAL

4:00 p.m.
Chris Kjeldsen Pool

10% DISCOUNT ON ALL
SUPPLEMENTS AND
SERVICES FOR STUDENTS

Chi Alpha Christian
Fellowship
Prayer Meeting
7:00 a.m. - 8:00 a.m.
Z-Building West

Cross Roads
Group Meeting
6:45 - 9:00 p.m.
Z-Building West

Phi Alpha Delta Law
Fraternity
6:30 p.m.
Weber Hall 204

Stpe
Special
Events
Con
ommittee

OASIS

Weekly Meeting
2:00 3:30 p.m.
Taylor Conference Room

Weekly Meeting
5:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Bechtel Lounge

UNLIMITED

USOLt

the source for
"lty' Sorority paddle.

1627 S. Center
464-4565

Spacious 1 & 2 Bedrooms —

• QUIET A SHADY
• 2 INVITINC SWIMMING POOLS
• PRIVATE BALCONIES & PATIOS
• 2 NEW LAUNDRIES
• AIR CONDITIONED
' GAS INCI UDED
• IRFE BASIC CABLE
• NEIGHBORHOOD WATCH PROGRAM
> ON-SITE SECURITY

478-1950
39 GATEWAY CT OFF EL DORADO & MARCH LN

Sunday - February 22

7:00 p.m. "No Enemy, No Christianity"
Morris Chapel Respondent: Dr. Eleanor Wittrup

Monday - February 23

Stockton CA 95207

Comfortable living...
at Adobe Haciendas

1998 Colliver Lecturer, Dr. Stanley M. Hauerwas, Gilbert T. Rowe
Professor of Theological Ethics at Duke University, 2001 Gifford
Lecturer, Edinburgh University.

!! e re

(209) 9S1-6299

MOhTH

TANKING

4343 Pacific Ave Suite C-l

Department of Religious Studies presents ...

ft Supply

S29°7

7:00 p.m. "Christians in the Hands of the Flaccid Secularists"
Morris Chapel Respondent: Dr. Robert Benedetti, Dean, COP

CLOSE TO MALLS
& COLLEGES

THE

Read The Pacifican on the Web
Netscape: The Patifican

1 Get

Uni versity of the Pacific • Weekly news since 1908

Quonset huts to be
demolished

Feb. 12,1998

1 Access

Erin Levis
Ptefinn Stiff Writer
Ait, geology, and geography classes soil move 6South Campus
vlieii fte Quonset huts, UOP's oldest temporary buildings, are

|h
*IMBP'
^•Rw

Geoscience departments

news and
information before the
printed issue is
available!

The two buMiugs on Mendocino Avenue--vhichcurreniiy house
Physical Plant end CentralReceiving-tci undergo approximately
$3 mitain renovate to house die displaced Art and

Anevrhome forth
sometime ftis year
;§| According to John Siein, executi'^e assistant to President DeRosa, rerro'satioiis to tiie cuxrentphy3ical plant and central
"" receiving buillings cannot begin until tiiose departments are completely relocasd m fleii ne? huMiM3

a#si

it from
anywhere in the world!

• Avoid newsprint
fingers!
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Nothin' but net
JULIE ANTON
Living Editor

'

With a new semester
underway, we can all look
forward to a new, exciting,
and scandalous season in
Soap Operas on day
television.
time
Besides simply
watching these
addictive shows
a
five days
week, you can
also learn all
sorts of interesting
facts about the stars,
writers, producers, and
soap opera television history
through your computer. So
tune in to your favorite soaps
and check out these sites dur
ing the commercials for
steamy soap opera action.
At www.soapdigest.com
you can access an online
magazine full of all the latest
in daytime gossip, show
ideas, and future story lines

vir

:

:

on all the soaps. Soap Digest
also includes personal inter
views with the stars, clips
from episodes aired twenty
years ago, and late-breaking
news in the soap opera
world. It's also loaded
with pictures, trivia,
and links to soap
opera collectibles.
But if Days Of
Our Lives is the
only sho for you,
then
log
onto
www.io.com /
-mrusell / days_
book for a look into A
Complete History of the LongRunning Soap Opera.. This site
offers its viewers some
insight into Days and info on
how to get a hold of this
book, written by a UCLA
archivist.
If ABC soaps are your
thing, then dial up ABC's
Daytime Web Ring, at
See Net, page 20

Funny Ha Ha
STEVE CABRAL
Pacifican Staff Writer
UOP Tiger braves the storm as Stockton is once again inundated with water.
..." ... ...

aggin celebrates black history
;!E ANTON
'n8 Editor
^e Haggin Museum
Black
History
by visiting great
ts' Presentations, and a
'•j and poetry program
11 to enjoy.
h[S distinctive exhibition
r ate
K

'Rnlight the participa
local area
n Americans
during
years of the California
te many

Rue Hm

,

I"™"18

this

me in history, many
K families settled here in
exhibition is a
Ute
i
0 the numerous conUtl0"s made by these

individuals to our local com
munity. Historic
photos
depict the setting and were
selected from the collections
of The Haggin Museum and
the Bank of Stockton.
A two-part presentation
has been planned in conjunc
tion with the temporary
mini-exhibition. Local histo
rian Leon Ross will be on
hand to provide background
information on the individu
als featured in this special
photographic chronicle.
Then join local percussion
ist Abasi Hunt and three
poets in a special program
commemorating
Black
History Month, through the

end of February. Listen to
prose and poetry with drum
beat accompaniment from
three local artists.
The Haggin Museum is
located in Victory Park, 1201
North Pershing Avenue, just
south of campus. Visitors are
welcome between 1:30 p.m.
and 5:00 p.m., Tuesday
through Sunday.
Admission to the museum
is always free. However,
donations are greatly appre
ciated.
For additional information
regarding these events or any
other Haggin Museum dis
play,
contact
Kimberly
Braddock at 462-1566.

Man: You look just like my
third wife.

Woman: What would you
like to do today?

Woman: Oh really, how many
times have you been
married?

Man: I'm not sure. Let's
think...

Man: Twice.

Woman: No, let's do some
thing you can do too.

LIVING

of the week

Goober Tarts

ERICA BIRLEW
Pacifican Staff Writer

1 can pre-made biscuits
1 can pie filling (your
choice)
1/2 stick of butter
1/2 tsp. cinnamon
Directions:
Roll biscuits flat. Melt
butter and add cinnamon.
Brush mixture over bis
cuits. Top with pie filling
and fold over. Brush top
again with butter mixture.
Follow biscuit baking
instructions on package.

Network
Support

Packard Bell IBM

and a show in one! What
more could you ask from a
restaurant?
Each dinner includes
mushroom broth soup,
green salad with ginger
dressing, fried rice, and
fresh vegetables. There is
also a wide selection of
seafood, chicken, and steak
that accompanies each meal.
My first dining compan
ion decided on an entire
chicken dinner while the
other opted for the steak,
shrimp, and scallop meal. I
chose to order the steak,
chicken, and shrimp. Quite
a variety to choose from.
In a word the dinner
was...scrumptious!
Shi Ra Soni is a great
place to take your family or
a group of friends for a nice
evening out. Look forward
to an excellent meal and
four-star entertainment.
Shi Ra Soni is a guaran
teed hit.

web site: http://www.teiepke.com
jigger^5

Dr. Alan Bay is a professor of Communication who shares his sense of humor through the
Pacifican and has a daily column in the LA. Times

LA LA WATER
A lot of California is
under water. Flooding has
affected livestock in a dramatic way. Ranchers claim
this could be the worst disaster to hit cattle in this country since Oprah Winfrey.

SPRINGER SPOT
Jerry Springer is contemplating a movie project about
his life. He is looking for just
the right person to play the
typical
show
guest,
Unfortunately, Jackie Chan is
busy.

TANZANIA JERRY

Tanzania has issue^
Jerry Garcia stamp- t
around the world are
up to buy R- Ncrt so ffl
for his picture:. The)'
glue,
—

Printers
& Laptops
New and
Refurbished
Computers

Some Restrictions Apply

Custom Built
Computers

Call Us For All Your
Computer Needs!
EMERGENCY SERVICE AVAILABLE!

MultiColor
Custom ScreenPrinting
Embroidery
Fast, Dependable Service
Reasonable Prices

Ralph** Software ft Computers
429 East March Lane, Suite. C

(Just East Of FOOD 4 LESS. March Lane & El Dorado)

ornia
1439 N. El Dorado #C (209) 467-7624
Stockton, CA 95202
Fax # (209) 467-0320

Wake-up - Wigs ^
Masks - Hats
Feathers - Boas
artel ^cessorlee
French Maids
Pirates
Gangstor*
Flappers
Dance Hall Qlrts
Gamblers
Clowns
Animals
F>9U&, m«ar>v rooro
to choose from..,

1
R""- "*
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xpect only the best from "Great Expectations

HE ANTON
vine Editor

I The setting is located on a
A jutiful cape off the coast of
Jorida. The main character,
In average boy with raw
|rtistic talent. The object of
|> desire, a young girl more
Beautiful than any he had
|en before. His life, full of
Iteession, passion and great
Ivpectations.
I "Great Expectations" by
Ilitch Glazer, is based on the
lovel by Charles Dickens,
lou may remember reading
lis story in high school, as I
lid. The novel, and now the
llm, take the audience
•trough one boy's amazing
Ind odd life on a journey of
pnfusion and powerful love.
Ethan Hawke stars as Finn,
fie young man who is beckkicd to the home of Mrs.
pnsmoor (Ann Bancroft), the
Idlest woman in the sur-

41 YEARS of QUALITY

"Manrt/t"

^5?*

Chicken Sandwich

A soulful CD single
L Conspiracy Theory

JULIE ANTON

rJ^Gar1 Frcsh Chuck. All
•*wl Pactfic Coast Grain Fed Beef

2. Usher "Nice & Slow"

3. Contact

3. Uncle Sam "I Don't Ever
Want To See You Again"

4. Con Air

4. Busta Rhymes
"Dangerous"

5. Face Off

5. LeAnn Rimes "How Do I
Live"
6. Chumbawamba
"Tubthumping"

7. Fire Down Below

7. Third Eye Blind "Semi
Charmed Life"

Rotisserie Chicken

8. Usher "You Make Me
Wanna"

with Frcsh Herbs

^tfaqued Beef Sandwich
our Wood Burning Oven

9. LL Cool J "Father"

Rotisserie Roasted
Breast of Turkey
Sandwich
r«h Pacific Red Snapper
F«h

r

10. Pearl Jam "Give To Fly"

SAN FELIPE
6RILL

and Chips

N<>u> Serving

F«sh

Deep Fried Blue
Pacific Oysters
Steamed
Artichokes

STOCKTON'S ONLY
Drive Thru Espresso

Freshly

'"n>eezed Lemonade

^OCKTON-SBEST"
^FOODCAFE

production of her ivw alhi
1. Janet 'Together Again"

2. My Best Friend's
Wedding

Marinated Carved from the Bone

Stockton's Best"
Hamburger

Latest and

featuring: Espresso Roma, Berkeley's Best
We only use Pacific Coast NATURAL BEEF and pork...
Their feed is a sweet granola of com and grains...
The old fashioned way.
•World's First Oyster Burrito • Fresh Fish Tacos
• Jumbo Garlic Prawns • Rotisserie Chicken
• Fresh Squeezed Lemonade • Came Asada (grilled steak)
•Carnitas (roast pork)

Phone Orders: (209) 953-6261
4601 Pacific Avenue (one block south of March Lane)
We accept ATM, VISA, Discover, (z Mastercard

FRESH

•

NATURAL •

NO LARD

if

Dr. Carlos RangelV

The Waterfront Warehouse
445 W. Weber Ave., Ste# 242
Stockton, CA 95203

Phone (209) 948-5070
Specializing in auto accidents

LIVING
Weekly soap opera update
ALL MY CHILDREN:
Tad was knocked out. Stuart
overreacted to David's actions
toward Adam. Brooke tried to
hold onto a sliver of hope
about Jim. Jack offered his love
and support to Erica as she
dealt with a sick Bianca. Wait
To See: Axel proposes to Janet.
ANOTHER WORLD:
Paulina decided to separate
from Joe after Cindy told him
Paulina used drugs the night
of the fire. After learning Lila
lied to Shane about the cure,
Vicky turned up at the Love
lodge just as he was about to
destroy his research. After Lila
insisted something was wrong
up at the lodge, Jake and
Michael each braved separate
icy roads to get there. Lila got
the results of her pregnancy
test. Wait To See: Donna gets
devastating news.
DAYS OF OUR LIVES:
Jennifer managed to escape
from Peter, and later Jack and
Laura learned she may have
been in a fiery car crash.
Marlena startled John by say
ing she couldn't marry him
right away. In England, Vivian
told Jonesy there'd be no hon
eymoon until he signs a will. A
furious
Stefano
learned
Kristen accidentally injected
Celeste with a dose of the cure
for jungle fever. Later, Kristen
took Sister Mary Moira
hostage as part of her plan to
get baby Elvis back from
Susan. Wait To See: Laura
takes "justice" into her own
hands.

GENERAL HOSPITAL:
Stefan learned Laura was in
North Carolina, and Liz was
attacked on her way home
from the movies. Bobbie resist
ed Carly's attempt to tell her
she is her daughter until
Virginia's
embrace
of
"Caroline" confirmed it. A
desperate Alan stole pills.
When confronted by both
James and Mac, Felicia was
able to pick the right man.
Later, Mac realized Tess and
James were involved in a plot
to kill someone. Wait To See:
Bobbie has a warning for
Luke.

with Blair when Nurse
Graham was raped. Wait To
See: Dorian blames Mel for
her family tragedy.

PORT CHARLES:
Kevin was too late to stop
Rex and Lucy's wedding.
Later, Lucy delayed the honey
moon by drinking Marsala
wine causing an allergic reac
tion. Matt returned to Port
Charles after his near-fatal
experience. Although desper
ately ill, Matt made Ellen
promise to treat him at his
apartment, not at the hospital.
Joe took Scott's place as Eve
and Karen helped Scott escape
from General Hospital. Later,
Rex, with a poison filled
GUIDING LIGHT:
syringe
in his hand, heard
Annie fled when her
Lucy
"talk"
to "Danielle" (Eve
attempt to get Reva failed.
Dinah found Rob (Cassie's ex- in disguise). Wait To See:
husband) and made him an Chris has a startling realiza
offer he couldn't refuse. tion about Matt.
Vanessa fell unconscious, and
THE YOUNG AND THE
while in her "journey," made
RESTLESS:
an important decision. Later,
Victor told Nikki he's sure
as baby Maureen's life hung in
the balance, Vanessa stunned Sharon's strange behavior
her family. Phillip told Harley meant she was having a secret
he had to delay moving in affair. Grace, meanwhile, was
with her. Wait To See: Reva furious with Tony for letting
prepares for Annie's next Sharon take Cassie for a visit.
Phyllis was comforted by
attack.
Michael after Joani left to take
a job with Danny. Cole hoped
ONE LIFE TO LIVE:
After learning her mother is to win Ashley back by asking
alive, Dorian made a deal with Victoria for a divorce. She told
Miss Stonecliff. Later, Dorian him that he'd have to file for it.
confronted her mother and Dru turned down a modeling
had a chilling memory of her assignment to show Neil she
father's death. Cassie was in wants to save their marriage.
danger, and Dorian rushed to Wait To See: Sharon's life may
save her with dire conse change with the arrival of a
quences. Todd told Bo he was visitor.

Soph Spot

Net.

Continued from page 18

Continued from page 17

well go back to bed; at least
you will be in comfort and
won't insult your professor.
1 am going to dedicate this
last paragraph to my two
heroes of all-time: Superman
and Zoro. Superman, at least
on the cartoon, is the man....I
wish I could fly and have xray vision (heh heh). As for
Zoro (you know the guy with
the sword?), I think his name
is cool because it starts with a
'Z'. Til next week

www.geocites.
c
o
m
/
Hollywood/
5698/abc_.
This
page
allows you to
submit
your
own web site so
that millions of
other soap fans
can read your
stuff.
And even if you're not a
die-hard fan of the soap

opera genre, I'm sure you
know someone who is.
There is a perfect site called
D a y t i m e
that
Designs
carries all sorts
of merchandise
for the daytime
enthusiast.
There are also
big stories, the
latest
news,
recaps, recipes
and a photo
gallery of the
classics, Sorry, no ABC
soaps available.

JhePapt,,

Horoscopes
What's in your future?

Aquarius
You embark on an impor
tant research or creative pro
ject. However, guard against
money
slipping
away
through careless spending.
This weekend brings inter
esting times with friends.

Aries
The near future is likely to
bring a pay raise or a new
chance to improve your
income in some way.
Coincidentally, your love life
will take priority over friend
ship and family for a while.

Taurus
Make it a point to plan
some more weekend get
aways. You need a diversion.
This week,
you'll
be
engrossed in a work-related
project and may not be in the
mood for much socializing.

Gemini
Property and family con
cerns take center stage this
week. Work progress is inter
mittent, though. Over the
weekend, loved ones are on
the same wavelength.

m Cancer

Pisces
Reaching an agreemen
about a financial concen
may be difficult this weel
However, you have renews
self-confidence. Over th
weekend, enjoy home-base
activities with family.

m

Leo

You take pride in what
you accomplish at work this
week. However, watch youi
credit card spending. This
weekend, romance and chil
dren's interests are favored.

Virgo

It's a good week for sign
ing a contract or reaching an
important agreement. Yon
receive important insights
and make decisions about
career concerns. The week
end favors quiet pursuits.

Libra

You're looking goodJ
terms of financial prospect
for the foreseeable fuh|
However, a career maW
requires further though
This weekend, social e
accented.

Scorpio

A new romantic interest is
on the horizon for singles in
the near future. You'll reach
an important decision this
week concerning a financial
or domestic matter. Trust
your instincts.

For the most part
week, benefits come J ^
through the auspices
adviser. You derive a g
satisfaction from
interests than fro
social life this weekend-

|]jSagittarius

Capn c o r

You receive plaudits from
your superiors. This is a time
of important career gains.
Later in the week, others
seek your advice. Cultural
interests are highlighted dur
ing the weekend.

p°pu[ar;^ddih'
peak this week.
^
your thinking 1 . tere;
regarding cfr**,s ^
and personal go
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mboy' stars for UOP women's hoops
Guest Writer
p

.

since Eden Palacio

sixx years old, just barely
to put her arms around a

she has dreamed
the game

caught her in the boy's bath
? a u 8 h ' h e r t h e b°y's bathroom attempting to urinate
Ending up.
"Ever cinco t
im*, »
1 ^
was just one Qf ^
says Palacio "Still L f'
soL." She had more inTom°
mon with the ,

U O P recruited
r e c m U p H Eden from
UOP
nigh school where she
played
alongside
AilAmerican Mimi
Mimi McKinney
McKinney,
playin8 for Virginia
^

^

Tennessee Chattanooga.
rf ct ' 3t WOuld Iove to PJay army, and
She chose UOP because,
is realized. She is one she also found delight in
starting five of this tearing off the heads of "It was the closest to home,
yet still far away from home
UOP women's basket- Barbies.
(Culver
City near Los
team. Eden, a sophoAngeles)."
leads the young team
Her career high was
The losses have mounted
12 returning players,
25
points
vs.
Fresno
this
season and both Palacio
only three of them are
her grade level,
State her freshman and her teammates have
been disappointed but she
have a great deal of
year and currently seeps the losses in perspec
said Palacio,
she is shooting 71 tive. "We have the potential
we are still very
to beat any of the teams on
She leads the team
percent from the
our
schedule," said Palacio.
13.7 points per game
free
throw
line.
"We
should definitely be
is second with 5.2
contenders
for the Big West
per game. Her
Eden wanted to play bas- Championship."
high was 25 points vs. ketball
afKill as
in a child^
„L;l J so she
i
^ .
One of the problems to the
State her freshman joined the league with the
team is the lack of student
Ir and currently she is
boys. She was pretty bad the support. "The more people
'ting 71 percent from the first two years, but by her
that come," said Palacio, "the
throw line.
third season she was telling better we play." The first
•ast weekend she had 16
them what to do. When home game attendance bare
its to lead the Tigers past
junior high rolled around,
Poty in a 68-61 victory the school forced her to play ly broke 300 fans. A far cry
from the near-sellout crowds
[the 8-14 Tigers,
in a girl's league. This dis- of 5,000 plus the men's team
pr since she was a child,
!n has been a tombov Her
C?Uraged Eden because she
enjoys at the Alex G. Spanos
cueri ruiacio is averaging I S.7
^a-ten teaZ°yc" n
greater compe- Center.
tition in the boy's league.
Eden doesn't foresee a Investigation.
future in professional basket
For now, she will set her
ball. "If I was drafted," she sights on helping her team
said, "I would probably try it make
the
Big
West
out, though." Instead, she Tournament in Reno next
plans to follow her business month. The Tigers are cur
major
into the Academy for rently in fourth place in the
.Thursday Feb.19
Women's Tennis: vs. St.
the Federal Bureau of Big West Western Division
sf"U: vs. Cal
State Mary's, Noon (The Marina,
mslaus, 7
•m. (Billy weather permitting)
krt Field,
13

lhis week in sports

points per game for the Tigers.
with a 4-7 record. They are
just a game ahead of Long
Beach State which is 3-8 with
four games left to play. Only
the top four teams from the
Western Division will go to
Reno and Palacio aims to
make Pacific one of them.

Sunday Feb. 22
•
ft 1
Jnos Center)

omen's
te Fullert«5?

G.

f,°
VSi

WsSerZ (Ak"

kebatt:

Women's Basketball: vs. UC
Irvipe, 2 p.m. (Alex G.
Spanos Center)
Women's
Tennis:
vs.
Oregon, 11 a.m. (The Marina,

^taus, M Cat State
>ert
(Billy

Tuesday Feb. 24
Baseball: vs. St, Mary's, 7
p.m (Billy Hebert Field,

fp^ Wednesday Feb. 25
Softball: vs. Santa Clara, 1
v-kyMi'
p.m. (Bill Simoni Field,
"Cat'te„Pm <AI« G- vveather permitting)

Conference Overall

Western Division W
UC Santa Barbara 10
UC Irvine

8

L ! W
i
1 ! 19
1
3 13

Conference Overall

L Eastern Division

W

L

W

L

5 Boise State

8

3

14

9

9 Idaho

7

3

12 12

Cal State Fullerton 5

6

8

14 Nevada

7

4

15

Pacific

4

7

8

14 North Texas

4

8

10 14

Long Beach State

3

8 6

16 New Mexico State 2

9

7

Cal Poly

3

9

17

6

8
16

Sports
SwimmingContinued from page 24

ter, knows how Natalie feels
since Maggie missed last
year's conference meet.
"It's a very big loss," said
Maggie of Natalie's possible
absence from the meet.
Despite that, Maggie's
confidence remains high as
she hopes to top her person
al best of :59.82 in the 100
backstroke and :53.81 in the
100 free.
Sophomore
Ericka
Richards will be called upon
in the 50, 100 and 200 free
while sophomore Carmen
Dunn will be counted on in
the 50, 100, and 200 back
stroke.
Freshman
Vera
Choubabko will also swim
the 100 and 200 back as well
as her best event, the 500
free (team best 5:10.81).
Senior Shawna Larsen
will take to the pool in her
best event the 200 free hop
ing to improve her team best
time of 1:54.09. Younger sis
ter Jenelle will swim the 100
breaststroke and may fill in
for other various events.
"I think that our team has
a lot of enthusiasm," said
junior breaststroker Erica
Fox, "and that will make a
difference in the long run."

"Coach Looze has greatly
improved my swimming,
said Silberman, who hopes
to match or beat his person
al best in his three events.
This is the feeling of most of
the team. With all their con
fidence going into the finals,
they are still realistic at the
same time.
As Liko Soules-Ono said,
"I hope to do well and finish
in the top six." Kelly Foote,
who has been suffering a
groin injury most of the sea
son, also plans to finish in
the top three.
The team's attitude is pos
itive, and they hope to
match the success of last
year's team, which had one
first place finish at confer
ence.
The UOP women's swim
team had a similar objective
as they finished one of their
final practices last week.
"Everyone's looking real
ly good right now," said
women's swim coach Jim
Taketa who also thought the
team had a good season up
to this point. "So much
depends on how much rest a
team has," added Taketa.
The team should be fairly
well-rested coming into the
meet. Their last meet was Continued from page 24
two weeks ago at Nevada.
Mustangs with 24 points and
The anticipation is high, 11 boards and Williams came
especially for senior Kenna up huge off the pine with 18
Sasser.
points in 24 minutes of
"I'm pretty excited," said action.
Sasser. "It's kind of like the
Cal Poly was just over
last hurrah type of thing, whelmed by the Tigers' tor
and I actually feel pretty rid .559 shooting for the
good." Sasser will be swim game and the size advantage
ming in the 400 IM and the didn't hurt (Poly's starting
200 breaststroke.
center Chris Bjorklund was
Sasser is motivated by the only 6-9).
fact she has missed some
Aaron Woliczko, who had
swimming due to illness held UCSB star Raymond
and an injury she suffered at Tutt to 11 points, did it on
UNLV when she fell on the offense against the 'Stangs
pool deck.
with 5-of-6 shooting and 13
"That was pretty frustrat points as he dove for loose
ing," said Sasser of the balls.
injury. "Two seconds before
"We just tried to blow
I got on the block I slipped them away," said Woliczko.
and fell and sprained my
Poly guard Mike Wozniak
ankle."
was clearly frustrated in a 5A hand injury may keep for-15 shooting night and
sophomore Natalie Phillips nearly started a fight after a
out of this week's meet in tie-up on the floor with sev
Long Beach. Senior Maggie eral Tigers.
Phillips, Natalie's older sis
Olowokandi stepped in

Hoops.

- HE PAfn>.

Men's Volleyball

Two-game skid on the road
games 15-4, Km

The Paciflcan

15-3

The UOP Men's
Volleyball team hit
the skids this past
weekend in road loss
es to Cal State
Northridge and UC
Santa Barbara.
The Tigers (5-4, 2-4
MPSF) first loss came
at Northridge last
Friday in a five-game
three-hour
match.
The Matadors won it
5-15, 15-10, 16-14, 1215, 15-12. They were
led
by
Chad
Strickland and Junior
Mosones who had 43
and 30 kills respec
tively.
UOP was again
carried by freshman Darrell Dilmore pounds one home
Tim Gerlach's 27 kills
in 56 total attacks. Darrell outhit CSN .350 to .307 and
Dilmore chipped in 21 UOP setter had 93 assists
kills hitting at a .486 clip but it was not enough.
The next night the Tigers
and Ian Crosno and Tim
caught
the bus home early
Jenson added 17 and 16
as
they
were swept in three
kills. The Tigers actually
and kept heads cool on a
night when Cal Poly coach
Jeff Schneider blew his lid
and got a technical foul.
"Every single person on
this team is playing well right
now," said Olowokandi,
"and it's fun." Fun for the 7-1
Englishman came on a base
line two-handed authorita

tive dunk with 3:59 to go in
the first half which pushed
the Tiger lead to 13.
Meanwhile,
Anders
cheered from the bench in
street clothes but seemed
upbeat after the weekend
wins.
"It's a bad break," said
Anders, "I'm upset about it,

by

UCS8

Dylan Herrick
the
most kj
(eight) for
iit
Tigers as they hjta
very poor i
the match.

Dilmore threwL
seven kills and sn
digs but he could
not dig the Tiger?
out of a two-game
hole. The Gauchos
enjoyed .389 hitting
for the match and
hit .706 in game
three.
Aliki
Williams led them
with 13 kills and hi!
.632 for the match.
The Tigers willbe
home this week for
a Thursday nigh:
; matchup
with
Loyola
Marymount
Saturday they will host
the Pepperdine Waves
Both games are at 7 p.m
at the Alex G. Spano
Center.

but gotta keep moving on
In the coming «£
Anders' injury will test
Tigers' (17-8, 10-2 Big
mettle especially come f
season time.
"We're not gonna
less than win the Big
Tournament," said
confident "Kandi Man-

Conference

Conference Overall

Oven

Western Division W

L W

L

Eastern Division

W

L ^

Pacific

10

2

17

8

Utah State

10

2

Long Beach State

5

7

10 14

Nevada

9

3 |

13

Cal Poly

4

8

11 13

Idaho

7

5

»

Cal State Fullerton 4

8

9

13 New Mexico State 6

6

UC Santa Barbara 4

8

7

15 Boise State

UC Irvine

8 7

4

15

North Texas

19

16

14
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rgipw: Men's Baseball

aseball team looks for
unshine after the rain

|reg mastacni

acifican Guest Writer
I The UOP baseball team
L been plagued this seaL by eight cancellations
|ne to rain. These include
icelled games with San
State,
Santa
llara, University of San
bncisco, and three with
Irtland.
I However, the Tigers (3-1)
Ive been beaten only once
J the four games they have
payed, a 19-5 loss to San
? State. The wins include
Jo over Southern Utah and
1-1-2 win over then No. 18
pwerhouse Fresno State on
day Feb. 10. The rain
not dampened the
Jgers' spirit, as they look
Irward to a strong season.
I Head coach Quincey
K'ble,
, in , his ninth season,
brought in a strong mix
ey returners and newners to the 1998 season,
turning position players

include:
Ryan
Annett,
David
Gradstein,
Tye
Hanseen, Jason Vorhauer,
Chris
Moreno,
Ryan
Stowasser, Joe LeBel and
Joey Camarata.
The Tiger pitching staff,

The rain has not
dampened the Tigers'
spirit, as they look
forward to a strong
season.
which could be the catalyst
of the Tigers' key to success,
returns six of ten members
from the 1997 staff includ
ing: seniors Kyle May, J.D.
Hardcastle,Greg Mastagni
and junior Darin Moore.
They also have Mark Short
and LeBel in the pen.
Newcomers
—,W ..I C I 3
include
shortstop Robbie Wood, a
junior from Lancaster, Ca„
pitcher Travis Fleming, a
junior from McKinleyville,

'jew: Women's Water Pnln

C'S CORNER
Continued from page 24

Ca., pitcher Jeff Munster, _
junior from Clovis Ca., third
baseman Mario Vela,
junior from Fairfield Ca.,
catcher Brian Floule,
freshman from San Mateo
Ca., first baseman Joe
Devany, a redshirt freshman
from Danville Ca., and
pitcher Ed Hemnberger, a
redshirt freshman from
Colfax Ca.
The Tigers hope that the
1998 season will return them
to the Big West Tournament
where they took third last
year amongst the likes of
top-ranked Fullerton State,
and Long Beach State.
If things continue with
out rain problems the Tigers
have the potential to go far
ther than last year's squad
due to the depth of the
pitching staff and defensive
strength of the newcomers.
The Tigers face off with
Stanislaus State this week at
Billy Hebert Field, weather
permiting.

PAGE 23
on the road last week.
Gut check for men's swim
ming: Can they do well at the
Big West Conference meet
this weekend with a squad of
only 13?
Gut
check
for
UOP
Students: Have you ever been
to a men's volleyball game?
Do you know what an out
side hitter is? Have you ever
experienced the strength of a
Gerlach kill? Do you know
there are two v-ball games
this
week
(today
and
Saturday night).
Student count
is the number of stu
1369 dents that attended
both men's basketball games
last week. The ESPN game vs.
Santa Barbara was attended
by 720 students while 649
were at the Cal Poly game.
Some of you are finally start
ing to come out of your little
shells. Hey, next time ESPN is
here, get your homework or
studying done early. That is a
poor excuse.

Woliczko is Mr. Hustle
Aaron Woliczko, the hus
tle-oriented forward from the
men's hoop squad is always
diving for the basketball
when its loose. He dove right
into the bottom of my press
table in Saturday's game vs.
Cal Poly. "It's just part of my
game," said Woliczko who
will even dive on a ball if its
out of bounds. Added
Woliczko,
"Coach
(Thomason)
has
gotten
pissed at me... diving on balls
when I'm taking out our own
players in practice." I love
that part of his game!
Pitching depth
In an article by Greg
Mastagni in this issue, he
mentions that the Pacific
baseball team has a lot of
pitching depth. We'll see how
deep the pitching staff is
without All-American Dan
Reichert, last year's ace ...
Gut check time:
Gut check for men's volleyUOP Sports fans: If you got
jail: They are really missing something to say contact me at
Vladi Andric (injured) and it the Pacifican at (209) 946-2115
is starting to show. Two losses or via e-mail: cc0010@uop.edu

Men's Lacrosse

olo to start soon Weekend disappointment
: CABRAI.
i Staff Writer

The success of this years
team will rely heavily on sev
eral key freshman including,
Cari Bertrand, Moira"Moe"
Patterson, and goalie Meg
Wynstra. The depth of the
team will also increase due to
the speed of sophomore
Ericka Richards.
With the increased experi
ence of this year's team and
new head coach, the Tigers
hope to upset many teams and
improve their past seasons
records.
The women's polo season is
right around the comer and
Pacific is proud to be holding
the
MPSF
Conferance
Championships at the new
aquatics center.

[The rain keeps pouring,
it will not stop women's
I,er Polo in their home
ner on Feb. 25th. Last
Hr.s Dth-ranked Tigers are
In8 to jump into the top
the Mountain Pacific
erence.
Last seasons
j"1' Susan Ortwein, left
I r,mcns coach John Tanner
^tanford leaving the fall
ter as a hunt to fill a
II, SP°f; TTie vacancy was
Y Vikki Gorman, forcoach of Villanova
I ifrsitY w^o is optimistic
expectations for
this season.
- e a r s women 's water Home games fids season include.
consists of First
am !
Wed. Feb. 25 VS UC Davis © 4pm
^
" Conference mem- Sat Mar. 14 VS SDSL' 812pm
Ma88ie fillips,
Fri. Mar. Id VS LB state % 4pm
P^OfUore Molly Smith,
Thur? Mat2d VS Hawaii @ 4pm
Conferance Sat. Mar 28 VSUSC SI2pm
Thins. Apt 2 VS Cal
© 4p
a
Fox
and Senior
alio v
Fri-Sa: Apr 10-12- MPSF
,c KennaSasser.
CHA MPIONSHJPS All DAY

Ted Brown
Pacifican Guest Writer
The Pacific Lacrosse team
had a frustrating weekend in
Southern California.
The Tigers were supposed
to play the University of San
Diego last Saturday, but were
again stopped by the torren
tial rains of EI Nino.
The rains have been delay
ing practices and lowering
the preparation time of the
Tigers for the new 1998 sea
son ahead of them.
These rains combined
with inconsistent availability
of indoor facilities make
practices frustrating, and
games difficult to prepare
for," said assistant coach
Andy Snaider.
El Nino allowed a sunny
73 -degree day in Pasadena
at the Occidental College
campus.
The Pacific Tigers suffered

their first loss of the season to Occidental goal. The defense
the Occidental Tigers, with a was led by goalie Joel Coif
score of 5-2.
with 24 saves.
Occidental was led by
"It was the lowest goal
number 13 John Henry total I have seen in a regular
Giddings with three of season league game," saic
Occidental's five goals.
Snaider, "our offense howev
Pacific, though frustrated er, was erratic. We could not
and dejected by the loss, will consistently capitalize on our
be dealing with a more expe man up opportunities and
rienced squad in the future we did not take enough qual
with the return of Wayne ity shots on cage.
Broberg and Eddie LeBaron
"We're still optimistic.
on offense.
Any time you go on the road
On the other hand, UOP it's tough. However, we need
was led by number 22 Dan to look forward to next
Hazlett with the teams only weekend's game," said tritwo goals. Dan had this to captain James Ward.
say
about
the
game,
A few lineup changes are
"Individ-ually,
Oxy expected before the next
(Occidental College) does game. Senior defense man
not play well but as a team Jeff Stiff will move to offense
they play aggressive."
along with others to be
Defensively, however, the announced should give the
Tigers shined. Four returning Tigers a positive outlook next
defensive players and two weekend when they travel to
new rookies meshed well in San Luis Obispo to take on
the second half with only one Cal Poly.
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Big West foes get beat dMen's Basketball

C. COLTON

Pacifican Sports Editor

C'S CORKER
C. COLTON
Pacifican Sports Editor
No mas tortillas
Thank you to the UOP
crowd for not throwing any
thing at Thursday's ESPN
game. We proved to the nation
that we can get psyched for a
hoop game without hurting
our own team and for that I'm
impressed. Even the Pep Band
came through with a melodi
ous "No more tortillas." I even
liked the "Who's your
Daddy?" chant vs. Cal Poly.
Nice...
Best fans bar none
The Pep Band are still the
best fans at the Spanos Center
bar none. One question. When
do we usually start the oppos
ing team's bus? With 2:00 to go
in a blowout?
Fired up fans
Shaneka Bradley, Charles
Shackleford
and
Crystal
Shields showed up at the
Spanos Center at 5:45 p.m. (for
a 9:00 start) and brought seven
posters. They had three gener
al posters and one for each of
the Tigers' African American
players in honor of Black
History Month. That's dedica
tion!
Sorry Gauchos
It looks to me like the UCSB
Gauchos are on the way down.
I'm skeptical they will make
the Big West Tournament but
the odds are in their favor. I
was not impressed by Brandon
Payton, the Gaucho guard
who is the younger brother of
the Seattle SuperSonics' guard
Gary Payton. He's in so much
of a shadow he can't tell when
it's night or day. He's a fresh
man and he has time to find a
flashlight...
See C's Corner; page 23

Revenge can be sweet when
you've got the home crowd
behind you and the entire
nation sees you give a beating
to your opponents on ESPN.
The Tigers proved that they
are the most superior team in
the Big West Western Division
last weekend by defeating UC
Santa Barbara and Cal Poly in
two games by a combined 57
points. The Tigers won the
Western Division outright
with four games yet to play.
ESPN visited for last
Thursday's matchup with
UCSB and everyone was psy
ched except for Corey Anders
who didn't play and learned
that he is out for the season
season.
It didn't matter. The Tigers
rolled with center Michael
Olowokandi's 20 points and
10 boards to the 82-56 win.
With Anders out, someone
else had to step up.
That someone, was forgot
ten sophomore Barry Marvel.
Forgotten as in, the Gauchos
forgot to guard him. Marvel

•

was perfect from the floor (3for-3) and the free throw line
(4-4).
"They decided to get oft
me," said Marvel of the
Gauchos lack of defense on
him, "and I just hit some open
shots." The 6-foot-7 forward
floored the Gauchos hitting
two three-pointers when the
Gauchos
double-teamed
Olowokandi. Marvel, not
known for his offense, made
UCSB pay.
"Coach wants me to just
play solid, do the best I can,
score when I'm open and stuff
like that," said Marvel who
filled in at small forward.
Rayne Mahaffey, at the
other forward spot, had 12
points and Jason Williams
came off the bench for 12 of his
own.
UCSB coach Jerry Pimm
could only offer this, "They're
(Pacific) the best team on the
Western side, there's no ques
tion."
Pacific also had little trouble
handling Cal Poly in a 114-83
rout. Olowokandi again led
the way past the smaller
See Hoops, page 22

-

•

Barry Marvel (35) scored 12 points against UCSB on •

Swimming

Tension builds as Tiger swim tear
head into conference meet at L:
MIKE PHILLIPS &
C. COLTON
Pacifican Staff Writers

Long Beach will be con
verged upon by the UOP
men's and women's swim
teams this weekend in their
quests to finish the season
strong at the Big West
Conference Championships.
This has been an interest
ing season for the men's
swim team with the addition
of a new coach, Ray Looze.
He has only had about 10
weeks to work with the team,

because many
;;;
are coming
swimmers are
water ?*>*%%
main concer
.
°n'y 'f,™8ha„e to <
while he 11
, f
against
"This is
rebuilding s<^ go
we're ranked f>£*g.
conference 111 ^
place better thaf.
partly

beveryCXAar
Senl0f

into the Big
See
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